The launderette complies with
the
standards and policies
N2012-412 in force since
July 1st 2012. The machine
is both wind and water
resistant due to secure ground
fixtures and well designed
structure..

SPECIFICATIONS
KIOSK
Aluminium with Epoxy paint and tempered glass

PAYMENT SYSTEM
2,21 m

3,05 m

Full contactless payment system, coins and notes
acceptors

LED LIGHTING
3,15

Automatic light sensitive lighting
m

1,50

FLOOR SPACE

m

WASH
} 5 programmes
}230 V + Earth
(Phase+Neutral+Earth)
}400rmp spin
}Equipped with washing liquid and
pump
}Weight: 185kg
}Maximal power consumption:
1.2KW
}Over-current protection: 10A
}Hot and cold water supply

4.725sm

WASH
} 5 programmes
} 230 V + Earth
(Phase+Neutral+Earth)
} 400rmp spin
} Equipped with washing liquid and
pump
} Weight: 380kg
} Maximal power consumption:
2,2KW
} Over-current protection: 10A
} Hot and cold water supply

DRY
} 4 programmes
} Vented dryer with heat recovery
system
} Tetra 400V (Phase+Neutral+Earth)
} Weight: 380kg
} Maximal power consumption: 9KW
} Over-current protection: 16 A
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SECURITY

LAUNDERETTE

DISCOVER THE WASHING REVOLUTION

LAUNDERETTE

} An additional
service to
attract
potential
customers
} increase
footfall
} Increase
dwel time

PERFORMANCE & SIMPLICITY
} 100% SELF-SERVICE

7

An external open launderette available 24/7.

} PROFESSIONAL WASHING MACHINES
Equipped with high capacity washing machines (8 and 18KG)
this launderette is ideal for washing large or heavy loads such
as duvets, blankets and pillows... in a record time of 30 minutes
per washing cycle. This is ideal to combine shopping and
weekly laundry.

} QUALITY AND EFFICIENCY GUARANTEED
With more than 150 engineers covering the whole country,
our field team guarantees regular maintenance and an
average response time of 5 to 8 hours.

} DISABLED ACCESS
Accessibility for our disabled customers has been a priority in
the design of this launderette from the start. The machines and
touchpads are at the legally required height, thus combining
a beautiful design with easy access for our customers.

REVOLUTION
REVOLUTION COMPACT

SERVICES
FOR THE USER
} PAYMENT SYSTEM
Ease of use touch screen payment system with easy
to follow on screen instructions.

} CONTACTLESS PAYMENT
The machine offers full contactless payment system
as well as coins and notes acceptor.

} SMS ALERT
Customers can enter their mobile number at
the point of payment and a SMS will be sent to
alert them 5 minutes before the end of the cycle.
This free service is convenient for customers who
might use this time for shopping

} ECO-FRIENDLY WASHING LIQUID
LIQUID
INCLUDED
NO PHOSPHATES
HYPOALLERGENIC

The built-in washing liquid pump provides the ideal
quantity for each washing cycle and reduces waste.
The highly concentrated washing liquid, free of
phosphates, colouring agents and preservatives,
complies with the French ECOCERT standards.
The softenener can be selected by the user in addition.

} WASHING MACHINE WITH HIGH SPIN SPEED
Thanks to the high speed spin cycle at the end
of each wash the laundry contains only 50%
humidity compared to classical washing machine
which leave 80%. This insures quicker dry time
and ease of handling.

+ ECONOMICAL
+ ECO-FRIENDLY
} LOW INSTALLATION COST
• The launderette is delivered fully
assembled and can be installed in
half a day
• Thinner power cables (due to
low power), thus cheaper

} CONTROLLED POWER
CONSUMPTION
• The boiler only heats the water
when the dryer is not in operation
• The energy saving dryer reduces
power consumption
• LED Lights use less energy than
standard lighting
• The launderette only requires
13KW (compared to 30KW for
a classical washing machine), a
performance unrivaled by the
competition.

